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Abstract. The official Sciences, especially all natural sciences, respect in their researches the 
principle of methodic naturalism i.e. they consider all phenomena as entirely natural and 
therefore in their scientific explanations they do never adduce or cite supernatural entities and 
forces. The purpose of this paper is to show that Modern Science has its own self-existent, self-
acting, and self-sufficient Natural All-in Being or Omni-Being i.e. the entire Nature as a Whole 
that justifies the scientific methodic naturalism. Since this Natural All-in Being is one and only 
It should be considered as the own scientifically justified Natural Absolute of Science and 
should be called, in my opinion, the Universal Cosmic Absolute of Modern Science. It will be 
also shown that the Universal Cosmic Absolute is ontologically enormously stratified and is in 
its ultimate i.e. in its most fundamental stratum trans-reistic and trans-personal. It means that 
in its basic stratum It is neither a Thing or a Person although It contains in Itself all things and 
persons with all other sentient and conscious individuals as well, On the turn of the 20th century 
the Science has begun to look for a theory of everything, for a final theory, for a master theory. 
In my opinion the natural Universal Cosmic Absolute will constitute in such a theory the radical 
all penetrating Ultimate Basic Reality and will substitute step by step the traditional 
supernatural personal Absolute. 
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